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Office Order

A new Counseling Centre has been set up in the Institute w.e.f. 01.01.2017, under the Health Centre, winding up the erstwhile Centre for Counseling and Staff Support.

Consequent to this a new entity called WeCaRe (Women Empowerment, Children Activities and Recreation) has been created. Prof. Dipshikha Chakravortty, Department of Microbiology and Cell Biology would act as the Chair of WeCare.

The Women Cell and the activities which were being carried out under the Centre for Counseling and Staff Support such as conducting Yoga, Tailoring, Computer Coaching, Children activities etc., will be under the administrative control of WeCare.

[Signature]
Registrar

Prof. Dipshikha Chakravortty
Chair, WeCare
Dept. of Microbiology & Cell Biology

CC: The Chair, all the Depts/Centre/Lab Officers in Administration/all units